
    Vocab ReView
 
Fill in the blanks.
1.  The public are used to b_ _ _ _ _es of promise by governments.
2.  It took the firefighters several hours to e_ _ _ _ _ _ish the flames.
3.  Working 24/7 is something IT c_ _ _ _ _ _tors grow used to if they want to compete.
4.  Investing globally enhances the fund’s ability to meet its primary o_ _ _ _ _ive.
5.  D_ _ _ _ _ _inary measures could damage his career.
6.  When it comes to investments, research shows that women are more likely to weigh up potential h_ _ _ _ds 
than their male counterparts
 
    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word(s) listed above.

TURNoVeR

In business, the term “turnover” can have multiple meanings.
In accounting terms, the turnover of a company is the value of the goods or services sold during a particular period 
of time. For example, we say “Group turnover rose 8% in the period, compared with last year.”

In human resources ………….., employee turnover refers to the rate at which employees leave a company and are 
……………. by new hires. We can say, for example, “The company has a staff turnover of around 12% a year.” A 
high employee turnover rate ……….. that a company’s employees leave their jobs at a relatively high rate.  
Employee turnover rates can increase for a variety of reasons, and turnover includes both employees who ………. 
their jobs and those who are asked to leave. Average employee turnover rates ………. among industries; for  
example, in 2006, average US turnover rates fluctuated between 15 percent annually for …………  goods  
manufacturing employees to as high as 56 percent for the restaurant and ……………  industry.

In ………….. , …………… turnover refers to the rate at which a store sells and replaces its stock. 
Inventory means the amount of goods a store or business has for sale at a particular time. For example, we say 
“With the ………….  ’s fast turnover, popular fashions often …………….. within days.” When a company sells 
and …………. its inventory frequently, it will show a high inventory turnover rate, which is a sign of a growing  
business since new customers continue to increase ………….. for a company’s goods.

In the stock market, turnover means the total value of stocks traded on a ……………….. during a specific period 
of time. When a stock market has high turnover, we call it a bull market. When it has low turnover, it means that 
investors are ……….. and we call it a bear market.
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demand/ high street/ replaced/ commerce/ implies/ inventory/ wary/ restocks/
hospitality/ stock exchange/ terms/ differ/ sell out/ durable/ quit



      Match each definition (A – O) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 15)

    DEFINITIONS

A.  the amount of goods a shop has
B.  a word or expression used in relation to a particular subject
C.  to leave your job
D.  to communicate an idea without saying it directly
E.  a need for goods or services that customers want to buy or use
F.  to take the place of something or someone else
G.  a place where shares are bought and sold
H.  to sell all of the supply that you have in a shop
I.   to replace goods that have been sold with a new supply of them
J.   able to be used for a long time without getting damaged
K.   careful because you are not certain about what you should do
L.   the group of businesses such as hotels, bars, and restaurants that
provide food, drink, or a place to sleep
M.  to be different
N.  the activity of buying and selling products and services
O.  a street where the most important stores, banks, and businesses in a 
town are:
 
      Part 5 exercise

Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.
1.  His views ……….. considerably from those of his parents. 
(A) difference   (B) differently   (C) different   (D) differ
2.  Our nation’s …………… has been taking some serious hits from the global economy.
(A) commercially   (B) commerce   (C) commercialize   (D) commercialized
3.  They were very ……….. about giving him a contract.
(A) worry   (B) wariness   (C) wary   (D) warily

      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.
1.  About half of the shop’s ……………..was damaged in the tornado.
2.  Online ………….. is expected to continue to increase
3.  The findings of the various studies …………….
4.  Factory orders for costly …………… goods dropped for a second consecutive month in February.
5.  The majority of British people are opposed to ………….. the pound sterling with the euro.
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1.   restock
2.   differ
3.   sell out
4.   hospitality
5.   high street
6.   durable
7.   wary
8.   commerce
9.   inventory
10.  replace
11.  stock exchange
12.  demand
13.  quit
14.  imply
15.  terms


